SCOREBOARD

GROUNDS SUPERVISOR
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

The University of Delaware Facilities Management Department has an opening reporting to the Assistant Director of the Grounds/Movers Division. Requires an associate's degree with a strong preference for a bachelor's degree in Plant and Soil Sciences or related discipline. Minimum of 5 years effective supervisory experience in a landscape maintenance/management commercial setting. Must have the ability to accurately identify and distinguish colors as this is essential for monitoring the U/D Community landscape maintenance. Directly responsible for supervising the coordination of work activities for unionized hourly staff to include Refuse Collectors, Grounds Workers, Caretakers, Horticulturist, Arborist, Excavators, Grounds Technician, etc. as well as contractors. Requires working knowledge of landscaping, ornamental horticulture, tree maintenance and recyclable refuse collection/disposal. Computer literacy in the use of spreadsheets and word processing required. Good employee relations, organization and planning skills are important to administer technical and/or safety training programs with employees. The qualified candidate must have good interpersonal human relations abilities in order to directly and indirectly interact on a professional level with all levels of personnel to include the U/D Community staff, outside consultants/contractors, vendors and City of Newark Officials. Certification as a Pesticide Applicator desired. Must have a valid driver's license and provide own transportation. Ensure compliance with all applicable state, local and federal codes, laws and regulations. Deadline for resume response is: Tuesday, April 1, 1997. Submit your resume in confidence with three (3) professional work references to: University of Delaware - Facilities Management Department, Attn: Chair of Search committee/Supervisor - Grounds, 104 Maintenance Center, Newark, DE 19716.

The UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE is an Equal Opportunity Employer which encourages applications from Minority Group Members & Women.
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The top of a pitcher's mound is supposed to have a flat area five feet wide and 34 inches front-to-back, with the front of the flat area 6 inches in front of the pitcher's plate. From that point, it's supposed to slope one inch for each foot toward home plate.

To correct the slope, make a measuring tool using a piece of 2-inch by 4-inch by 10-foot lumber. Lay the board across the pitcher's plate so it extends 22 inches behind the plate and about 8 feet toward home, then stake the home-plate end level.

Mark the board at the front of the pitcher's plate. Measure out 18 inches and make another mark, then make five more marks one foot apart. The last mark will be 6 1/2 feet from the front of the pitcher's plate.

Adjust the top of the mound so it's flat all the way to the back end of the board, and the slope toward home plate so that the mark 18 inches in front of the plate is one inch above the ground, the second mark is two inches above, and so on, until the sixth mark is 6 inches above the ground. Then slope the rest of the mound evenly to the bottom.

If you have a tip, send it to sportsTURF, 68860 Perez Rd., Cathedral City, CA 92234.
Two new aerators that make your job 70% easier.

Do up to 70% more aerating in the same amount of time it used to take. Now you can deepen more turf faster or spend less time and labor to do the same job you've always done before.

The new high-speed 7212 and 7316 Verti-Drain® models are lighter with fewer moving parts and they still have that unique pitchforking action patented by Verti-Drain.

The 7316 is wider than its counterpart 7212 and it goes deeper. Each offers you the option of coring or solid tining and both can use the new needle tines for minimal disruption. The new, sleek cover design is representative of many maintenance-saving features that have been added like sealed bearings. Every change helps make the new generation more user-friendly. Each model has that characteristic construction durability that you've come to expect from Verti-Drain and because they're lighter, lower horsepower tractors can be used with them.

So if you've been looking to aerate more often or spend less time aerating with even less disruption of play, Verti-Drain's new generation of aerators is the only solution that's 70% better. Ask your dealer for more details today.